Installation Instructions

SolarityTM Motorized Shades with 1-1/2" & 2" Roller Tube

Instructions for motorized shades that include one of the following motors;
IQM-AC2, IQM-ACR2, IQM-DCR, IQM-ILT-DC and BAT-R. Motorized
Shades come fully assembled and ready for installation. Mounting
screws are not provided. The type and size of screw required will vary
depending upon the mounting surface.
EXPOSED ROLLER SHADE INSTALLATION
1. Determine mounting position of shades. The order width is the
bracket to bracket dimension. On inside mounts this is typically the
opening width. On outside mounts, mark the location of the
brackets. (Outside bracket width = shade width). For proper shade
operation, brackets must be mounted perfectly level. The brackets
are universal and can be mounted for inside, outside, and ceiling
mounts using appropriate holes. Determine operator side as
ordered. Mount brackets to wall or ceiling with #6 or #8 x 1 ½” pan
head or hex head screw (not provided).
2. Install the shade by pushing the motor straight onto the blade of its
bracket. The motor should be installed so the program buttons and
charging or battery ports hang straight down. Lower the lug of the
end plug onto the “V” of its bracket. The roller should fit in the
brackets securely, with just a little play. Rotate the riveted retainer
portion to lock the lug in position.
3. Use attached programming instructions to lower shade and set
upper & lower limits.
OPTIONAL ALUMINUM FASCIA INSTALLATION
1. Shades may be installed with fascia. Follow step 1 from above
using 3” square mounting brackets instead of standard mounting
brackets.
2. Follow steps 2-3 from above for exposed roller.
3. Snap on fascia. Hook the lip in the fascia over the end brackets
and swing the fascia down until the bottom of fascia snaps
securely into place.
OPTIONAL 3” or 4” CASSETTE INSTALLATION
1. 3” Cassette system is shipped assembled and ready to install in
mounting brackets without removing shade from cassette.
2. Install shade mounting brackets. Determine wall or ceiling mount.
Mount two outer brackets approximately 1 ½” – 2” in from the end.
On wider units install center bracket(s) supplied.
3. Snap cassette into mounting brackets. Hook top of extrusion into
front of mounting brackets as shown in diagram. Rotate the back
bottom corner of cassette up and snap into bracket.
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4. Use attached programming instructions to lower shade and set
upper & lower limits.
TROUBLE SHOOTING-TELESCOPING IN SHADE
1. To adjust shades for telescoping (excessive horizontal movement of
fabric while shade rolls up on the tube), roll shade all the way down so
tube is exposed (this will require removal of motor down stop limit).
2. Place a 4” piece of tape (2”-4” in from the end of shade) on the side
of the tube opposite of the direction the fabric is moving toward.
3. Run the shade up. If shade still telescopes, repeat the process. The
correct amount of tape can only be determined by trial and error.
4. Re-set the down limit after shade adjustments are made.
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